[Instrumental implementation of monitoring methods applicable to generation, tracing, reproduction and prognostication in deterministic and stochastic media].
The case study is based on the theory of functional systems described by Academician P.K. Anokhin and on an experimental model of space-time prognostication enabling the development and classification of test-procedures modality of an activity (generation, tracing, reproduction and prognostication) and by modality (dimension) of space (zero-, 1- and 2D etc.). Test procedures were suggested and investigated for evaluating the parameters of the central nervous system (CNS). A set of experimental test models can be presented as a combination of described space-time modes. The system of indices is based on an evaluation of the time structure of a behavioral model. The activity rate parameter and its variability (mean value and root-mean-square deviation of the trend) were made use of. The rate of erroneous responses in different pattern's points was used as an evaluation tool for the spacious structure of the behavior.